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Batman: Under the Red Hood is a 2010 action-
adventure superhero film based on the DC Comics
character of the same name and was the third in a

series of three live-action films based on the Batman:
Under the Red Hood storyline. The film was directed by

Noam Murro, produced by Christopher Nolan, and is
the second live-action film based on the comics of the
storyline.The film's plot follows the titular character as
he comes to terms with the death of his mentor and is
recruited by the mysterious Red Hood to take down a

rogue government agency that has been passing
themselves off as secret superheroes. Eventually, the
two go up against a legendary criminal known as the

Owl (Hartnett).The film also features an ensemble cast
consisting of Michael Caine as Alfred Pennyworth, Gary
Oldman as Commissioner Gordon, Jada Pinkett Smith
as Detective Tanya van der Voort, Jennifer Lawrence
as Anissa, Blake Lively as Sofia-A/X, Renée Zellweger

as Barbara Gordon, Kirk Acevedo as Byron, Ian Hart as
Lex Luthor, and Sam Elliot as President Wayne

Enterprises. It was filmed primarily in the United
States.The film received generally positive reviews and

grossed over $445 million on a $190 million budget.
Warner Bros. gave up the idea of making Zack Snyder

direct his first movie in the DC Extended Universe
when his deal to direct Justice League of America was.

The announcement had been made on the day that
the production of Christopher Nolan's The Dark Knight

Rises collapsed. Batman and Superman, a co-
production between Warner Bros. and DC

Entertainment, is a 2016 American superhero film
directed by Zack Snyder. A joint cinematic universe

that expands the DC Extended Universe, it is the
sequel to the Man of Steel (2013), and the fourth
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installment in the DC Extended Universe. It stars Henry
Cavill, Amy Adams, Laurence Fishburne, Diane Lane,

Russell Crowe, Jesse Eisenberg, and Jeremy Irons, with
Snyder returning as a producer through his new

production company, SpringHill Pictures.Warner Bros.
co-financed the film with an estimated $300 million
budget, while it has been described as a "dark and
gritty" visual statement following the "emotional,

uplifting and optimistic" portrayal of the DC Comics
character in the previous film. A significant influence
on the tone was Snyder's aim to "make a completely

different kind of Superman film", as he had felt
frustrated with how the character was portrayed in his
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